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figure

The values of the orientation distribution function and the data of the pole-figure are correlated
by products of particular conditional probabilities. One of the possible approximations of these
products are obtained and demonstrated with the help ofan example showinghow the orientation
distribution function can thus be obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The following is a summary of former work (Imhof, 1982).
The measuring of a pole-figure at discreet points results in a division of

it into small regions Rk, having in their centre the measured points, where
k denotes the serial number of the small regions.
An arbitrary orientation 9 is represented in the basic domain ofthe Eulerian

space by one point with coordinates {q91, 4, tp2} and in the {HKL} pole-figure
by n pole-points.

If all pole-points of two orientations fall into the same R,I, Rk2,..., R,,,
units, the two orientations cannot be distinguished. Performing this examina-
tion for all orientations, the basic domain can be divided into classes Cj,
that contain orientations indistinguishable on the basis of pole-figure data.
Different classes belong to different combinations of {Rki}, thus they are
distinguishable.

Figure 1 shows one of the classes Cj in the basic domain for cubic crystal
structure. The {001 } pole-points of orientations belonging to the class C are
in the same regions Rkl Rk2 Rk3.
The number, size, and shape of the orientation classes depend on the
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referenced pole-figure. The orientation classes are considered an expression
of the character of the pole-figure and of measured pole-figure data structure.

If the angular distance of the measured data are A A/ 5, the number
of classes in the basic domain are 73500, using a {001} pole-figure.
The value of orientation distribution function inside one class C is con-

sidered by definition to be constant and is denoted by f(Ci). Since different
combinations of measured data belong to different classes, in principle there
is a possibility of allocating different values of the orientation distribution
function to different orientation classes. It means, that in generalf(C) #f(Cg),
if : j. The unknown function f(C) has as many independent variables as
the number of classes, in the example above Jmax-- 73500.

THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION

Let D(R,) be the pole density measured in the region Rk. Let Tk denote those
particular classes C which have their {HKL} pole points in the region
R. T is termed an integration tube, consisting of several parts in the basic
domain G and these parts are cut at the boundary surfaces of G. If V(T,)
denotes the volume of tube T, and A V(Cj) denotes the volume of class Ci,
the form of the fundamental equation is (Imhof, 1982)

1
D(Rk)

V(Tk CT,f(CI)A V(C.) (1)

The left-hand side of Eq. (1) expresses the total pole-density, measured in
Rk, the accuracy of which depends on the measuring method. The right-hand
side is the model for this pole-density, having two essential elements: the
division of orientation space and the path of integration.
The basic domain of orientation space must be divided into the smallest

units distinguishable on the basis of the measured data, but only inside these
can we assume that the orientation distribution function is constant. This
objective division is realized by classes Ci. An arbitrary division of the orienta-
tion space would falsify from the outset the values of orientation distribution
function.
The manner of determination of the path of integration used in this paper,

differs from the usual one and corresponds to the division of orientation
space. From the classes C, those are selected which give one of the {H K L}
pole-points in the region Rk. The collection of these Ci constitute the path
of integration.

Tk corresponds to the double integration path of directions h {H, K, L}
and -h and D(Rk) corresponds to the Ph(Y) in the theory of Matthies
(Matthies, 1980).
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The number of equations having the form of Eq. (1), being available to
calculate the orientation distribution function is equal to the number of units
Rk. This number is several times less than the number of unknowns i.e. the
number of classes Cj.

THE PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSlTION

The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represent the contributions of
classes Cj belonging to the integration tube Tk to the pole-density measured
in Rk. If one class Cj is a common part of n integration tubes, then it gives
a contribution in the shape off(C)AV(C.i)/V(Tk to units Rk(ki kl, k2,
kn). These contributions can be found by turns in the equations in the form
of (1) used in regions Rki. The geometrical fractions AV(C)/V(Tk) are the
contributions of isotropic distribution and together they represent an
elementary pole-figure.f(Cj) is the superposition coefficient of the elementary
pole-figure in the material having a texture.

Let us order the contributions of the same C into one column, the contribu-
tions belonging to the same Rk into one row. Using this procedure for all
classes, the equations are obtained in the form of (1) for the regions Rki. In
the arrangement used, each column represents an elementary pole-figure.
Application of the principle of superposition of elementary pole-figures or
application of the fundamental equation to all of the measured data are the
same.
The principle of superposition of elementary pole-figures is used by vector

method. But the author says that the fundamental relation is not valid there
(Ruer, p. 6, 1979).
One class G, used in vector method contains a large number of classes

C (Imhof, 1982). The elementary pole-figures corresponding to G, are as a
matter of fact not elementary ones.

PROBABILITY QUANTITIES

Since the number of unknowns is much greater than the number of equations,
we try to solve the problem with the help of the theory of probabilities
(R6nyi, 1962).
The orientations g in the basic domain G are considered as elementary

events and the pairs in disjunct classes Cj as events. To each event C is
allocated a nonnegative quantity P(Cj) called the probability of the event C.
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According to the definition of the orientation distribution function the
probability P(C) reads (Imhof, 1982)

1
P(C) V(G)f(Cj)AV(C) (2)

AV(Cj) is the sum of orientation elements (dg sin’dCdqgdq92) around the
orientations g, belonging to the class C1, and V(G) A V(Ci).

Previously Tk denoted the collection of classes, giving one of their {H K L}
pole-points in Rk. Each Tk is a compound event and the probability of its
occurrence is:

1
P(Tk) Z f(Ci)AV(Ci) (3)

V(G)cr
The relationship between P(T) and the pole-density D(R) comes about

through (1) and (3):

P(T) D(R) V(T)/V(G) (4)

where V(T)= AV(Ci)
Cj T

Let us consider ti’om orientations gG those orientations g’ which
belong to a given integration tube T1, i.e. g’e Tz. Let {T} denote those
series of integration tubes which intersect T2. Let us denote by P(TklITk2
the probability of finding an orientation 9’ in T. P(TkITkz) is called the
conditional probability of the compound event T under the condition Tk2
and it is defined so that the probability of simultaneous occurrences of Ta
and Tk2 (denoted by P(Tk T2) is divided with the probability of occurrence
O[ Tk2 (R6nyi, 1962). It is assumed that P(Tk2)4: O.

P(TkI Tk2)= P(Tk Tk2)/P(Tk2) (5)

The formula (5) can be generalized for optional compound events Tk,
Tk2, Tk.:

P(T T2 T,)= P(Tk)P(Tk21Tk)
x P(T31Tk Tk2)... P(Tk,,I T Tk2 T(,_ )) (6)

An example follows.
In the case of the pole-figure {00 1} all classes are intersections of three

integration tubes T, T2, T3. Thus the left-hand side of (6) is:

1
P(Tkx Tkz Tk)= P(Cl)= V(G)f(CI)AV(CI) (7)
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The factors on the right-hand sidemwith a known orientation distribution
functionmare as follows:

f(C)Av(c) (8)P(Tx) V(G)cT,,
1 ., f(Cj)A V(Cj) (9)

1 E f(Cj)A V(C) V(G)c y
P(Tk2I Tkl)

V(G)cj=TklTk2 =

1 f(Cj)AV(Cj)/V(G)c=rrar
1

V(G)c# E f(Cj)AV(C#)
c TklFTk2

(10)

With these factors Eq. (6) is transformed into an identity.
From (4) we get

v(5,)
f(Cj) P(Tk2I Tx) P(Tkal Tk Tk2)AV(Gj)D(Rk) (11)

Generally, using n pole-points to identify classes Cj, i.e. if Cj Tkl Tk2...
Tk., then

f(Cj) Mki(Cj) D(Rki) (12)

where for example

Mkl(C1) P(Tk21Tkx)P(Tkal TkX Tk2) x
P(Tk.I Tk TkZ... Tktn- ) V(Tkx)/AV(Cj) (13)

The expression of Mki(Cj) follows from (13) by the cyclical exchange of the
letters k l, k2,..., kn.

If the measured pole-density D(Ru) 0, it follows directly from (12) that
f(Cj) 0 in all classes Cj for which Cjc Tu. The general expression (12)
contains the zero-field concept: (Imhof, 1977, 1978) without further ado. In
other words, the zero field does not play any favoured role in this method
(see Example II).

For the direct determination of the orientation distribution function it is
necessary to determine the conditional probabilities contained in the expres-
sion of Mk(Cj). On the basis of our present knowledge this is not possible.
Therefore we determine the approximate values of Mu(Cj) by iteration.
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APPROXIMATIVE DETERMINATION OF THE ORIENTATION
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

It is assumed, that we know the values of the orientation distribution function
after the (N- 1)-th approximation: ftN-1)(Cj). Placing these values in the
general expression of Mki(Cj), we very simply arrive at an approximate form
for Mi(C):

With (12):

f(N-I)(C)AV(C) (14)Mki(Cj) f(u- z)(Ci)

fkts)(Cj) Mff)(Cj) D(Rk), ki kl, k2, kn (15)

We get n different values depending on which of the tubes is taken as
basis. To reduce the error of approximation, we use the following procedure.

a) Separate the integration tubes, intersecting each other at class C
(C Tkx Tk2 CTk,) and arrange them so, that for the measured pole-
densities D(Rk) belonging to the integration tubes Tki the following condition
must be fulfilled:

D(R,) < D(R,2) < D(R,.) (16)

b) Starting from the approximationfu- x)(C), we apply relations (14) and
(15) first to the tubes Tkl of all classes Cj. The approximation obtained is
f(kNll)(Cj).

c) Starting from the approximation u)f (C), we apply relations (14) and
(15) to the tubes T2 of all classes C. The approximation obtained isftk)(C).

d) After application of relations (14) and (15) to the tubes Tk. of all classes
C, we have taken into account all measurement combinations capable of
modifying the original valuesftN- )(Cj). Thus we can writefk"tm(C) ftm(C).

In all casesft)(Cj) 1 and, accordingly, we start from the isotropic distribu-
tion. The isotropic distribution apparently is not near the texture of the
measured sample. But ftx)(C) is already a good starting approximation.
During the second iteration period we take into account all measurement
combinations, capable of modifying the ftl)(Cj) approximation. Thus N 2
is sufficient.

Since ,,n’tt)kl 1, therefore ftkx)(C)= D(Rkl), where D(Rkl is the minimum
of pole-densities belonging to the class C (see (16)). This is equivalent to a
previously published, but differently deduced, approximation (Imhof, 1977),
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FIGURE 2 Ideal {001} pole-figure, which served as the input data for the calculation of
orientation distribution function shown in Figure 4.

which, completed with a normalization on the basic domain G, gave a good
qualitative approximation.

If we continue this procedure so that we always take into account only
the tubes Tkl accordingly ftk])(Cj) ftl)(C.i), 2fkl (Cj)=ft2)(C), we get an
approximation which is analogous to that of Imhof (1978). Both previous
variations have the disadvantage of taking into account only one of the
pole-points belonging to one orientation.

RESULTS

Two examples are given below.
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FIGURE 3 Constructed, ideal orientation distribution function from which was calculated
the {001} pole-figure shown in F.gurc 2. Level heights: 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25.

Example

Dr. J. Pospiech and his co-worker, K. Pawlik provided us with a constructed,
ideal orientation distribution function and a {00 1} pole-figure calculated
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FIGURE 4 The orientation distribution functionft2)(C) calculated from the {0 0 pole-figure,
shown in Figure 2. Level heights: 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25.

from it (see Figures 2 and 3). Since the orientation distribution function falls
into symmetrical parts, it is sufficient to represent only the sections shown
in Figure 3.
The input data for our evaluation were contained in the {001} pole-figure.
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0 0 2,0 0 0 0 0 :0 0 0

FIGURE 5 Section of the {001} pole-figure D(R,). x: From f(2)(Cj) recalculated points.

From the original quarter pole-figure a complete one (shown in Figure 2)
was generated, since the program works as if the pole-figure had no sample-
symmetry. The program was worked out in this way because deviations from
the ideal sample symmetry are of great importance. Of course, if the starting
pole-figure has ideal sample symmetry, as in our case, the orientation distribu-
tion function calculated from it must reflect exactly this symmetry.
The number of iterations were N 2. The calculated orientation distribu-

tion function is shown in Figure 4. The {001 } pole-figure, recalculated from
this function, reproduced the original pole-figure with a sufficient accuracy.
For this reason it has not been included. Figure 5 shows a section of the
original pole-figure and the recalculated points.

After N 2

1
f(2)(Cj)A V(Cj) 1.OO12V(G)c

The ratio of the volume of the zero domain to V(G) was 73%.

Example II

Let us modify the values of the ideal f(Ci) in the following way’:
f’(Cj) (f(Cj) + A)/(I + A) (17)

I" Consultation with Dr. S. Matthies.
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FIGURE 6 The orientation distribution functionf’(Cj) calculated from the pole-figure D ’(Rk)
(D(Rk) + 0.5)/(1 + 0.5). Level heights: 1.0 2.3 3.7 7.0 10.3 13.7 17.0.

A: Positive constant According to (1) we get a pole-figure with pole-densities

O’(Rk) (O(Rk) + A)/(1 + A) (18)

i.e. we have a pole-figure without zero values. D(Rk) is the ideal pole-figure,
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calculated from ideal f(Cj), (Example I). If we start from pole-figure D’(Rk),
we must get back f’(Cj) approximately. If we draw the level heights

LH’= (LH + A)/(1 + A) (19)
where LH are the level heights, used in Example I, we must get back,
approximately, the same level lines as in Example I, if the method does not
depend on the zero values of the pole-figure.

In our example was A 0.5 and N 2. The calculated f’(C) orientation
distribution function is shown in Figure 6. The minimal values of this function
are 0.33 in principle. The recalculated values were generally between 0.20 and
0.60 at that place. Where f’2)(C) reached the level 1, it was drawn. The
comparison of Figure 4 with Figure 6 reinforces our proposal that the method
does not essentially depend on the existence of the zero values in the pole-
figure. It was

1
f2)(C)A V(C) 0.9995

V(G)c
Figure 7 shows a section of the original pole-figure D’(R) and the recalculated
points from f’(Cj).
The work was carried out on an IBM 3031 computer belonging to

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The CPU-time was 1 minute in Example I
and 2 minutes in Example II.
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FIGURE 7 Section of the {001 pole-figure of D’(Rt,) (D(R,) + 0.5)/(1 + 0.5). x: Fromft2(Cj)
recalculated points.
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